You made it happen. You made the difference!
Feedback on the utilization of your donation, as received from Gram Chetna Kendra
Transaction number: TRN-0004526096/TD-0004818306
Transaction date:

19-Dec-2014

Amount: INR 10000
Units

:1

Name of the donor:
Purpose of donation:Donate a toilet for a very poor family living in a village

Brief Description:
Donations received through GiveIndia are used only for
poor beneficiaries.
years is living in
Malyawas village. The family is living in very poor
economic conditions and living in a hamlet. She has 4
members in her family. The family condition is very poor.
has father in law and mother in law in her
family.
The family was unable to construct a toilet for their family
use, which compels them to go outside for answering the
nature call. Her family is living in a very miserable
condition. The female and male members of her family
have to go outside in the open fields for the defecation.
There is increasing risk of snakebites outside in the open
fields especially in dark hours. There is always risk of
snakebite and particularly during nights and rainy season;
the agricultural fields are always filled with pit vipers, which
are common in the rural areas of Rajasthan.
The family was selected after the recommendation of Self
Help Group members in the SHG meeting. The issue was
raised by an SHG member of the SHG group. The Gram
Chetna Kendra’s social worker was present in the meeting
and the case of was discussed at length.
The family members have to go outside in the fields for the
open defecation. The women members of the family face a
lot of trouble. The family’s economic condition is very
weak.
This issue for construction of toilet for the family of
was raised by the local Self Help Group members
in the SHG meeting. In the SHG meeting the issue was
discussed in length and in detail by the GCK social worker
and the SHG members. and her family’s economic condition were discussed
and then the family was selected as beneficiary for GiveIndia project for construction of the
toilet. The toilet was constructed in the close proximity of her house. The social worker of
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GCK counselled them about its use and impact of sanitary toilet and encouraged them to use
it on regular basis.
This support had changed the sanitation behaviour of the family and increasing awareness
among neighbouring families. The family is now happy and render thanks to their Donor,
GiveIndia for the construction of the toilet. and her family use this toilet daily
and now they do not need to go outside in the open fields anymore for the open defecation.
Beneficiary Details:
Full Name
Father / Husband / Guardian Name
Age
Utilization Period
Prominent Landmark
Local Area /Sector/Para/Basti / Tola /
Dhani / Vas / Bigha/Nagar
Village / Town / City
PO Name, Taluka / Mandal / Tehsil
Block, District
State and Pincode

:
: 27 March 2015
:
:
:
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